Low back pain and gastroesophageal reflux in patients with COPD: the disease in the breath

Abstract: COPD is a worsening condition that leads to a pathologic degeneration of the respiratory system. It represents one of the most important causes of mortality and morbidity in the world and is characterized by the presence of associated comorbidity. This article analyzes gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and low back pain (LBP) in patients with COPD and tries to produce anatomo-clinical considerations on the reasons of the presence of these comorbidities. The considerations of the authors are based on the anatomic functions and characteristics of the respiratory diaphragm that are not always considered, from which elements useful to comprehend the symptomatic status of the patient can be deduced, finally improving the therapeutic approach. The information contained in the article can be of help to the clinician and for physiotherapy, and to all health professionals who gravitate around the patient’s care, improving the approach to the diaphragm muscle.
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Introduction
COPD is a worsening and chronic condition that leads to a pathologic degeneration of the respiratory system. It represents one of the most important causes of mortality and morbidity in the world and is characterized by the presence of many associated comorbidities.

Relapses of the disease during the life of the patient and the comorbidity impoverish clinical results, lengthening the time of hospitalization and worsening the quality of life (QOL). It is reported that between 51% and 88% of patients with COPD have at least one comorbidity such as, for example, cardiovascular pathologies, arthrits, osteoporosis, diabetes and chronic pain.1,2

The mechanisms that cause these comorbidities and the precise relation with the presence of COPD are not entirely clear.3

Probably, the systemic inflammatory nature of the disease favors the natural course of these comorbidities, which reflect the systemic roots of COPD.3

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a comorbidity often found in patients. It has the potential of exacerbating the symptoms, increasing the number of events of hospitalization.5

The prevalence of GERD varies between 7.7% and 37%, of which 58% of the cases are asymptomatic.3,4

Nonspecific low back pain (LBP) is another comorbidity present in patients with COPD, with a percentage that varies between 41.2% and 69%.2,5 The percentages of LBP are similar to the ones of a population in the absence of respiratory pathologies, but the level of pain registered in the presence of COPD is higher.2
At the moment, there is no direct relation recognized as absolutely valid that could explain the presence of GERD, LBP and COPD. In the scientific landscape, we do not have enough information to correlate the function of the diaphragm in patients with COPD and such a comorbidity. As described subsequently, we have a lot of information on dysfunction of the respiratory muscle. This article analyzes GERD and LBP in patients with COPD and tries to produce anatomo-clinical considerations on the reasons of the presence of these comorbidities and dysfunction of the diaphragm (Figure 1). The considerations of the authors are based on the anatomic functions and characteristics of the respiratory diaphragm not always considered, from which elements useful to comprehend the symptomatic status of the patient can be deduced. The article can be of help to better understand the functioning of the diaphragm muscle, helping the clinician, physiotherapist and osteopath for the rehabilitative organization.

The text represents the first step in a series of other articles, where it will try to decipher the causes of other comorbidities, associating them with the presence of diaphragmatic dysfunction.

**GERD and COPD**

The esophagogastric junction (EGJ) is a mutual collaboration among different anatomic parts to allow the correct functioning between the esophagus, the diaphragm and the stomach. It consists of the esophagus that crosses the diaphragmatic hiatus to reach the stomach. In EGJ, we can identify the lower esophageal sphincter (LES), the diaphragmatic hiatus and the gastric cardia, which constitute the distal part of the EGJ high-pressure zone. LES is a segment of 3–4 cm constituted by smooth muscle; its tone in relation to the intragastric pressure in healthy individuals is 10–30 mmHg.

Throughout the day, LES endures large pressure variations managed by a complex neurologic mechanism, which involves the central nervous system, and the enteric, sympathetic and vagal systems.

We observe vagal afferences and sympathetic/vagal efferences; vagal efferences are mediated by the neurons of the myenteric plexus through cholinergic synapses.

These transient relaxations of the tone of LES can be noticed in healthy individuals and in patients with GERD. Its mechanism is stimulated by the vagal afferences of the gastric cardia. The most important trigger of this mechanism

---

**Figure 1** CT images.

**Notes:** The CT images in the coronal and axial planes allow visualization of the diaphragm as a hyperdense linear band interposed between the chest and the abdominal cavity (A and D, respectively; see arrows). Sagittal images highlight a sort of “corrugated” morphology that shows the orientation of the muscle bundles (B; see arrow), which may appear more or less pronounced in wellness or pathologic conditions, such as COPD. Clearly visible diaphragmatic pillars also appear in both the coronal plane (C) and the axial plane (E) (arrowheads).

**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.
is gastric distension. This way, the dorsal motor neurons of the vagal nuclei are stimulated. Their efferences relax the tone of LES, while the esophagus shortens and the diaphragmatic hiatus is inhibited. This relaxation stimulates the GERD.

The frequency of this mechanism is similar between healthy individuals and patients with GERD; the difference stands in the quantity of reflux, which doubles in patients with GERD.

The gastric cardia, where the side wall of the esophagus meets the medial dome of the stomach (called angle of His), looks like a crease and facilitates an increase in intragastric pressure.

The crura of diaphragm (that surrounds the LES) represent the extrinsic sphincter of the EGJ complex. We will better analyze the topic of the diaphragmatic area in the section dedicated to diaphragm.

The most common causes that determine the presence of GERD are hiatus hernia, positive pressure between the stomach and the esophagus, delayed gastric emptying, inadequate esophageal cleanliness (peristalsis, salivary bicarbonate) and esophageal trauma.

Other causes can be traced back to peripheral sensitization due to the constant stimulation of inflammatory mediators (pepsin, bile, ATP, cytokines, hydrochloric acid, histamine), lowering the afferential vagal and nociceptive threshold. This reduction increases the permeability of cations of pain receptors, with the appearance of primary hyperalgesia; with time, other nociceptors are activated, such as acid-sensing ion channels, transient receptor potential V1 and P2X purinoceptors (ATP-gated ion channel).

This scenario would lead to phenomena such as secondary hyperalgesia and allodynia, with central sensitization due to the persistent involvement of medullary neurons and cerebral areas, with the involvement of the neuropsychimmune system.

**GERD, like COPD, becomes a systemic pathology**

The reflux is a risk factor for reagravation in patients with COPD.

One of the causes could be traced back to silent bronchial microaspiration, causing bacterial colonization and inflammatory reactions, and bronchoconstriction caused by esophagobronchial reflexes.

Using a noninvasive method to evaluate the pH of breathing in patients with COPD, the exhaled breath condensate, the presence of pepsin in higher quantities than in individuals without respiratory pathologies has been demonstrated. Pepsin was found in the bronchi of 88% of 42 patients without COPD, but with GERD, using a bronchial lavage fluid. Pepsin is a gastric enzyme derived from the aspartate protease family and is secreted by the cells of the epithelium of the gastric fundus.

The clinical difficulty in noticing GERD stands in the fact that patients often do not show the classic symptoms (heartburn or regurgitation) and can be unaware of suffering from reflux.

This clinical deficiency leads to a further lowering of the health-related QOL, an evaluation tool to measure the QOL of patients with chronic diseases, which is already low in patients with COPD. The frequency scale for the symptoms of GERD (FSSG) allows to evaluate not only the usual symptoms (heartburn or regurgitation) but also the unusual ones such as gastric dysmotility (swollen stomach). FSSG applied to patients with asthma and COPD revealed that the most relevant symptom of patients with COPD was gastric dysmotility; the scale also highlighted a higher exacerbation of the symptoms in patients with COPD.

One of the possible causes of these microaspirations is a pathologic alteration of the vagal laryngeal/pharyngeal reflex with diminished laryngopharyngeal mechanosensitivity. Another possible factor responsible for the aspiration could be traced back to the incoordination between the action of swallowing and the respiratory act. In healthy individuals, swallowing usually takes place at the end of inhalation or during exhalation, lowering the risk of inhaling solid material; furthermore, deglutition preferentially takes place when lung volumes are above the residual functional capacity. In patients with COPD, deglutition generally takes place during inhalation, increasing the risk of worsening the symptom picture.

Medicines such as beta-agonist bronchodilators lower the tone of LES in patients with COPD, decreasing the function of the anti-reflux barrier. Other medicines, such as theophylline and inhaled steroids, increase the reflux, but we still do not know the exact mechanisms that regulate these processes.

Another observation to make is the entity of hypoxia and of bronchial obstruction with the seriousness of GERD in patients with COPD. Ventilation influences the quality of the bloodstream toward the gastric mucosa and the pH of the mucosa. The presence of COPD has harmful effects on the integrity of the mucosa, especially if the respiratory pathology is longstanding. This could increase the reflux.
LBP and COPD

LBP is the most common and painful condition one can suffer from over the course of their life; it is estimated that 84% of the world population suffers from LBP at least once. It is classified as acute within 6 weeks from the moment it appears, subacute between 6 and 12 weeks and chronic after the 12th week. There are multiple and often concomitant causes, from the emotional sphere to the visceral and somatic sphere. Depression and anxiety caused by the pain can create a vicious circle and increase the painful sensation, causing sleep deprivation. LBP can develop after a previous surgery, even though the causes that produce the pain are still not completely clear. In some cases, the visceral sphere (viscero-somatic reflex) could be an important contributory cause for the development of LBP. The viscerosomatic reflexes that reach the nervous system through neural and humoral pathways can be subdivided into two groups. The first one concerns the visceral afferent information that leads to motivational information (satiety, nausea, thirst and so on) and respiratory sensations, traveling through the vagus nerve and the glossohypoglossal nerve, reaching the nucleus of the solitary tract, which will then project it to the hypothalamus, to the ventro-lateral medulla and the parabrachial nuclei with connections with the periaqueductal gray area, the thalamus, the amygdala, the insular cortex and other areas of the cortex. The second group consists of visceral afferences that project themselves on the dorsal horn, through lamina 1, constituting the spinohypalamic tract and sending information on the local organ functioning, for example, data on pain and heat. Lamina 1 receives information from the sympathetic system, other than from the skin and the epithelial mucosa. Visceral afferences tend to predominate in nerves of the parasympathetic type and are present in smaller percentages in the sympathetic system, even though they act in perfect harmony; however, visceral painful information travels through the sympathetic system. There are multiple main somatic causes linked to direct alterations of the vertebral structure: spinal disc herniation with the involvement of the root, spinal stenosis, spondylolisthesis, fractures, facet joint syndrome and sacroiliac joint syndrome, entrapment of the nerve in myofascial structures and myofascial syndrome. Alterations of the skin, such as scars of previous trauma or abdominal surgeries, could cause entrapment of the nerves, derived from the lumbar and sacral plexus, and chronic pain. Changes in the physiologic lumbar lordosis that persist after a pregnancy are another cause of LBP.

The presence of pain is related to the respiratory function (forced expiratory volume in 1 second) in patients with a high percentage of localization in the lumbar area. The possible causes are multifactorial, and the presence of many comorbidities can exacerbate the feeling of pain.

The percentage of osteoporosis is from two to five times higher in patients with COPD than in patients with osteoporosis, but without limitations of the air flow. LBP in this population of patients could often be related to vertebral compression due to a fracture (collapse), with a concomitant reduction of the vital capacity and the forced expiratory volume in 1 second. This reduction could be linked to the postural change that follows the vertebral collapse, with hyperkyphosis and reduction of lung volumes, with the progression of the disease and increase in mortality. It is not easy to link LBP to COPD. In fact, even though vertebral compression is common in patients with osteoporosis and worsening respiratory disease, the collapse remains unrecognized in at least half of the patients. The lack of experience of the patients in correctly identifying lumbar pain as a fracture probably leads to nonidentification of the problem.

Another probable cause of the presence of LBP is neuropathic pain. The cytokines produced and their activation in a systemic condition such as COPD could create the basis for chronic and neuropathic pain in patients with COPD. The local inflammatory response is perpetuated not only at a pulmonary level but also to distant tissues, thanks to circulation. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha has been demonstrated to stimulate the phenomenon of mechanical allodynia, lowering the threshold of the endings of the fiber of type C. Interleukin-1b, just like interleukin-6, is considered a key cytokine to create the conditions for hyperalgesia. Dyspnea and pain activate common brain areas such as anterior insula and medial insula, anterior cingulate cortex, somatosensory cortex and motor cortex, amygdala and thalamus. Patients with chronic dyspnea and persistent stress of the mentioned brain areas could probably change some zones of pain perception, causing sensitization that could lead to allodynia and neuropathic pain.

The previously mentioned postural change alters the muscular dynamics and the range of motion of the rib cage and the lumbar area; it limits the degrees of movement. This leads to a higher muscular fatigue for the diaphragm and the associated musculature (thorax and spine), creating an inflammatory environment and microlacerations of the contractile districts of the lumbar area. These muscles are more prone to overuse injury and with presence of delayed onset muscle soreness. This inflammation probably worsens the neuropathic conditions. The fear and anxiety of feeling the pain or dyspnea limits the activities of daily life, creating a vicious circle in the limitation of movement.
The diaphragm plays a key role in lumbar posture, and its functional decline leads to LBP. Patients with COPD show diaphragmatic fatigue and less postural control, increasing the possibility of falling and of the development of LBP. The diaphragm looks flattened, with a less range of motion and altered breathing schemes in comparison with those of individuals without COPD. Hyperinflation forces the diaphragm to work more, leaving out its postural functions, thereby causing imbalances in the bodily oscillations during ambulation, with incorrect distribution of the loads on the lumbar spine and LBP. In patients with COPD, the reaction of the diaphragm to the movements of the limbs is delayed or absent in comparison with that of healthy individuals, further suggesting lumbar spinal instability and the onset of LBP.

During the long period of administration, oral corticosteroids have been demonstrated to be a cause of LBP with vertebral fractures following osteoporosis and muscle weakness, creating a vicious circle of pain and lumbar functional impairment.

Another trigger of LBP in patients with COPD could be pulmonary hypertension. Some patients complain of pain in the lumbar area that occurs in the presence of lumbar spinal stenosis and only at night. Lumbar stenosis is derived from congenital malformations or progressive degeneration of lumbar vertebrae. In patients with COPD, a low right ventricular capacity secondary to diastolic dysfunction or a rise of intrathoracic pressure could lead to an increase of the right atrial pressure; this would cause a rise in pressure (and volumes) of venous return. The increase of venous pressure has repercussions on smaller veins, stretching the epidural venous plexus near the roots, triggering nocturnal symptoms of brain ischemia.

Development of the diaphragm and its innervation

Even though the diaphragm makes up <5% of the total body weight, it is the most important contractile muscle, after the cardiac muscle.

The diaphragm is derived from progenitor mesodermal cells that become myoblasts, then melt into myotubes and later into myofibers; it is highly probable that myoblasts migrate from cervical somites (region of the brachial plexus) and reach pleuropertoneal cavities, where they radiate in a mesenchymal substrate. Another factor that could determine the maturation and function of the diaphragm is the phrenic nerve. The neural control of the diaphragm begins in the perinatal period, and this neural influence determines the maturation process of the myotubes into myofibers, probably thanks to electrical activity and to the neurotrophic factors transported by the nerve.

The development of the diaphragm takes place between the 7th and 10th weeks; other than the pleuropertoneal cavities, we can identify the transversal septum and the dorsal mesentery of the esophagus as precursors of the muscle. The transversal septum is a frontal structure that becomes the central tendon; the dorsal mesentery (which contains the primary aorta, the inferior vena cava and the esophagus) becomes the posteromedial part. The pleuropertoneal cavities (made up of what would be the pleural and pericardial tissue) will melt with the rest of the pre-diaphragmatic structures. There is a close binuovical relation of mutual cooperation in the development of the diaphragm and the phrenic nerve; myotubes grow and develop in parallel to the phrenic axonal growth. During embryonal development, some phrenic pre-axons exit the cervical area and unite in one single nerve, guiding myogenic precursors toward the pleuropertoneal cavities (pre-diaphragm); the axon of the nerve is surrounded by myoblasts. The nerve only starts to ramify when the structure that would become the diaphragm starts to caudally go down the enlargement of the heart and the lungs. The phrenic nerve influences the shape and function of the diaphragm. Phrenic neurons are thought to be derived from the hypaxial motor column (located at a spinal level).

The relation between the vagus nerve and the diaphragm in their development is still obscure, and the vagus nerve has been recently found to play a role in the contractile function of the muscle.

We have no data on when and how the vagus nerve penetrates the diaphragm. The vagus nerve originates from the neural crests, in particular, from somites 1–7; from these areas, enteric neurons are born as well. These cells probably leave the neural tube in the ventral direction, since the neurons that form for the enteric system and the peripheral nervous system start their migration in a ventral direction. Probably, again, vagus nerves that are located at the sides of the primitive intestine will form branches specialized for the diaphragm. It is important to highlight that the crural region of the diaphragm is derived from the mesentery of the esophagus; the same region is later innervated by the vagus nerve.

Diaphragm, GERD and new considerations

The crural region of the diaphragm or the extrinsic sphincter of the EGJ complex is not involved in the actions of the breath, but it is influenced by crural mecharenoceptors and...
gastric distension.\textsuperscript{44} When the alimentary bolus has to enter the stomach, the crura stop their electric activity, while in the absence of alimentary bolus, they contract together with the rest of the diaphragm during respiratory acts.\textsuperscript{44,45}

This short cessation probably derives from vagal afferences that specifically control the crural area, inhibiting bulbar neurons activated during respiration, and from the direct intervention of esophageal myoenteric neurons.\textsuperscript{44} The position of the diaphragm is important for the behavior of the crural area and the esophagus. During unforced inhalation, the crura becomes horizontal in comparison with the inclined starting position, with an increase in its diameter and in the diameter of the esophagus.\textsuperscript{46} If inhalation is forced, there is a shrinkage of the esophageal diameter, caused by the shrinkage of the crus itself due to the major contraction of the muscular fibers of the pillars of the diaphragm.\textsuperscript{46} The lumbar pillars are considered as important elements for an effective anti-reflux barrier; from their lumbar tendinous insertion (right and left), they go back to the diaphragm, forming an “8” for the passing of the aorta first and of the esophagus later.\textsuperscript{46,47} In particular, the right pillar fuses with the edge of the central tendinous part of the diaphragm.\textsuperscript{46} The back wall of the esophagus leans on the anterior and inferior surfaces of the fibers of the left pillar, while the anterior esophageal area is partially covered by a part of the right pillar; this anatomic arrangement creates a physiological constraint.\textsuperscript{46}

The diaphragm of patients with COPD is generally more horizontal, with shorter inhalations and longer exhalations.\textsuperscript{48-50} We suppose that a smaller lowering of the diaphragm in patients with COPD keeps the diameters of the crura and of the esophagus wider, favoring the presence of GERD.

Not all patients with a respiratory pathology suffer from GERD

This is probably due to the presence of some muscular components of the diaphragm, which are not noticed always: the muscle of Low and the transverse intertendinous muscle. The first one, of maximum width 15 mm, originates from the left medial area of the left pillar. It goes toward the upper fibers of the right pillar, passing behind the esophageal crura; going forward, it crosses the fibers of the crura on the right, touching the hiatus of the vena cava and fusing with the fibers that constitute the crura itself, in the upper part.\textsuperscript{51} It is another small “8” that starts from the left lumbar area.

Behind the muscle of Low, the transverse intertendinous muscle links the two sides of the crura inferiorly and posteriorly.\textsuperscript{51}

During normal inhalation, when the crura become horizontal and wider, just like the esophageal diameter, these two muscles contract, narrowing the inferior esophageal lumen.\textsuperscript{51} We suppose that the presence of these components of the diaphragm, despite its flatter and more horizontal position, makes it possible to manage the reflux better. We have no data about this.

The crural area of the diaphragm is less toned in patients with GERD than in individuals without GERD.\textsuperscript{52} We suppose that another cause of the presence of chronic reflux in patients with COPD is a diminished crural muscle tone, which does not guarantee an efficient anti-reflux barrier.\textsuperscript{53}

Other structures that play a role in managing the reflux are the phrenoesophageal ligaments or the phrenoesophageal membrane or the membrane of Laimer. The LES, located inside the diaphragmatic esophageal hiatus, and the diaphragmatic crura (that surround the LES) represent the intrinsic and extrinsic sphincters, respectively; they are anatomically superimposable and firmly attached to one another through the phrenoesophageal ligaments.\textsuperscript{54}

This very thin membrane (1 or 2 mm) on the diaphragm is the continuation of the transverse fascia, which fuses with the endothoracic fascia and acts as a bridge between the crura and the esophageal wall (tunica externa and submucosa of the esophagus); under the diaphragm, it is located between the crura and the esophagus (esophageal tunica), and it reaches the angle of His.\textsuperscript{55}

The membrane is richly innervated and vascularized, and it contains plenty of lymphatic vessels; it is an elastic tissue with smooth muscular cells, fibroblasts and elastin.\textsuperscript{55} There is a hypothesis that this membrane can act as an elastic brake for the repositioning of the esophagus with breathing, thanks to its elastic hysteresis, helping to manage the anti-reflux barrier.\textsuperscript{55} The membrane is innervated by the vagus nerve which, from the elastic tissue, sends mechanical afferences on the distortion that the external and internal sphincters endure.\textsuperscript{56} There is a triangular space between the esophagus and the crura (paraesophageal space); it is known that hyperinflation alters the natural position of the crura, probably shifting the esophagus upward with translation toward the left (exploiting this space), compromising the function of the phrenoesophageal membrane.\textsuperscript{11} This scenario could alter the vagal afferences, which follow the same afferences of the respiratory tract and then converge and reach the solitary nucleus in the medulla oblongata.\textsuperscript{11,57} This afferential alteration could increase the tone of the fascial membrane (through cholinergic routes).\textsuperscript{58} A closed circuit of non-physiological afferences would form. These afferences
would continuously disturb the functional balance between
the two sphincters (esophagus and diaphragm).

It is also important to consider the relation between the
duodenum and the diaphragm. There is not enough data
on the duodenal function and the presence of GERD in
COPD.

A muscle stripe coming from the diaphragm, called
Hilfsmuskel muscle, moves from the inferior area of the dia-
aphragmatic crura to the arterial celiac trunk or to the superior
mesenteric artery, with a close relation to the retropancreatic
fascia or the Treitz’s fascia; the latter leans in the upper part
on the duodenum.59,60 This muscle stripe is innervated by
the phrenic nerve.60 With a bridge of connective tissue, it
fuses with the ligament of Treitz or suspensory muscle of
duodenum near the arterial celiac trunk or the mesenteric
artery.60 The triangle-shaped ligament of Treitz originates
from the duodenum or from the duodenojejunal flexure.58,60
Unlike the Hilfsmuskel muscle, made up of contractile fibers,
the ligament of Treitz has a strong component of smooth
musculature.60

The Hilfsmuskel muscle contrasts the traction of
the ligament of Treitz, while the latter has the task of keeping
both the small intestine and the C-shape of the duodenum
in place.60,61 An alteration of the tensional balance between
the two muscles could be a contributory cause of the reduc-
tion in blood provision to the diaphragm, demonstrated
by the increase in oxidation and by the fall in pressure of
microvascular oxygen (PO2).62,63 It could also increase the
esophageal reflux, because the tensional alteration of the
balance between the two muscles could determine an increase
of the duodenal kinesia with hypersecretion, like it happens
in patients with GERD. This would determine a reflux com-
ing from the stomach and the duodenum.64 The ligament
of Treitz is innervated by the sympathetic celiac and superior
mesenteric plexus.60 Its traction, caused by the flattening
of the diaphragm, could create a dyskinesia of the esophagus
caused by altered shared (esophagus and ligament of Treitz)
sympathetic afferences.65 We do not have enough data to
substantiate these hypotheses.

An important element that deserves attention is the fascial
system that involves the diaphragm, the esophagus and
the lungs. The fascial continuum has many properties, for
example, it can organize the mechanical tensions of all the
body districts, viscera included, influencing their functional
expression.66–68 The respiratory diaphragm not only affects
the biochemical expression of the body, but, through the
fascial system, also influences faraway anatomic areas with
its behavior, as already explained in previous reports.59,70

The diaphragm acts as a bridge between the endothoracic
fascia in the upper part and the transverse fascia in the lower
part.69,70 It is known that, in the presence of COPD, the pul-
monary parenchyma loses its elasticity and elastic hysteresis,
becoming fibrous and stiffer, influencing negatively the elas-
tic behavior of the pleurae.71 The parietal pleura is covered
by the endothoracic fascia, which fuses with the diaphragm
and the phrenoesophageal ligaments.53 The diaphragm suffers
from lung stiffening, flattening and changing its physiological
position, with probable mechanical sub-diaphragmatic fascial
tension that has repercussions on the transverse fascia and
the phrenoesophageal ligaments.

The esophagus itself is fascially attached to the diaphragm
and to the pleurae, not only to allow better movement among
different districts but also to preserve its own positional
identity.72,73

It is known that when the phrenoesophageal ligaments
lose their elasticity, for example, with aging or in the pres-
ence of a hiatal hernia, they change their intrinsic structure
(fibrillar disorganization, infiltration of adipose cells) and
become longer, thinner and more fragile, finally losing their
function.74

We suppose that the presence of GERD is also related to
a mechanical alteration of the fascial system, caused by pul-
monary fibrosis, which has negative effects on the function
of the ligaments and on the behavior of the esophagus.

GERD is a systemic pathology and, as such, it must not
be treated locally only. When a disease becomes systemic,
other diseases appear, making the patient difficult to manage.
In these cases, the collaboration of different specialists is
fundamental for the clinical approach to the patient.

Diaphragm, LBP and new considerations

When the diaphragm lowers during the respiratory act,
the fibers shorten and pull caudally the central connective
area, expanding the thorax like a piston; the domes lower,
pushing the viscera downward and raising the abdominal
pressure.74 The high pressure created forces the last ribs
to rotate outward, increasing the lateral expansion of the
ribcage; the rotation allows an increase of the muscular
tension and a better elastic hysteresis during exhalation.74,75
The abdominal pressure during inhalation creates a “sleeve”
that tightens around the lumbar spinal area, stabilizing the
spine and diminishing the electrical intervention of the
spinal musculature.76 In patients with COPD, this happens
to a smaller extent because of the flattening of the dia-
phragm and of its expiratory attitude; the muscle lowers at
a lesser percentage (creating less abdominal pressure) and

It is also important to consider the relation between the
duodenum and the diaphragm. There is not enough data
on the duodenal function and the presence of GERD in
COPD.
there is less contractile proprioeptive control.\textsuperscript{76} Normally, the increased abdominal pressure is compensated by the decreased pulmonary pressure; in patients with COPD, there is an increase of lung volumes and reduced abdominal pressure.\textsuperscript{76,77} This pathologic mechanism causes increase in lumbar lordosis.\textsuperscript{77}

Considering what has been described up to now, we may suppose that an alteration of the lumbar structure and biomechanics is able to alter the function of the diaphragmatic pillars. With the diaphragm in exhalation position and the lumbar arch more accentuated, there could be a constant strain of the pillars, causing loss of their function (diminished muscle mass and proprioception).

Not only would the problem of LPB worsen, but, probably, a positional and functional malfunction of the pillars could also worsen or determine the problem of the reflux.

Lumbar hyperlordosis causes a decrease of \textasciitilde{}20\% of the sliding of the different dorsolumbar fascial layers in patients with LPB.\textsuperscript{78} This decreased tissue excursion creates the conditions for the increase in fascial nociceptive afferences in higher percentage in comparison with the decreased/altered movement of the local muscles.\textsuperscript{78} The fascial structures become more sensitive to mechanical stimuli and, after a few days of local inflammation, they are able to generate an action potential similar to the initial stimulus causing the dysfunction; this potential can have an anterograde and retrograde propagation, causing inflammation at the extremities of the neural tract, such as in the spinal cord and in the innervated tissues. This mechanism is called ectopic electrogensis.\textsuperscript{79} We suppose that LPB in patients with COPD is also caused by the fascial system, despite not having any data that can substantiate this statement.

When one takes charge of a patient, they must consider not only the pulmonary pathology but also, as a routine, different comorbidities, such as GERD and LPB, and evaluation of all the diaphragmatic components. This, in a multidisciplinary approach, could turn out to be a more efficient therapeutic approach. LPB is a pathologic condition and not just a symptom. From what is described in the report, it is evident that the diaphragm is an important muscle and can become the keystone for rehabilitation and understanding this problem.

**Conclusion**

COPD is a systemic pathology characterized by the presence of comorbidity. This study analyzed the causes of GERD and LPB recognized by scientific literature. The text took into consideration other mechanisms that could cause reflux and lumbar pain, making hypotheses of different clinical scenarios emphasizing the functions of the diaphragm. These observations are based on the functions and anatomic characteristics of the respiratory diaphragm which are not always considered.

The authors have tried to bring evidence from other scientific disciplines (gastroenterology, biomechanics and anatomy) on the causes of GERD and LPB in the presence of diaphragmatic dysfunction. An alteration of the diaphragm is present in COPD pathology. This is the first study that tries to combine pneumological knowledge with other scientific disciplines.

From this analysis, it could be possible to deduce useful elements to better comprehend the symptomatology status of the patient, finally improving the therapeutic approach in a multidisciplinary context.
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